Trip Report Mad Libs

After pulling up to the trailhead, we got out of our [type of vehicle], laced up our [plural noun] and started [verb ending in -ing] up the trail. As we [past tense verb], we noticed huge [type of plant, plural] growing along the trail and towering over us.

At first the trail was [adjective] and made of [plural noun] and [plural noun] with some roots sticking out. A few puddles of [type of liquid] were spread out along one section. We had fun [verb ending in -ing] through them.

After a(n) [adjective] climb, we finally arrived at the lake. We found a(n) [noun] to sit on where we could look out at the picturesque [noun].

For lunch, we munched on trail mix with raisins, [food] and [food]. We watched the [animal, plural] fly out over the water. And to think, there wasn't even a [adjective] mosquito in sight!

After finishing our food, we [past tense verb] for the perfect spot to pitch our [noun]. Luckily, we found a patch of [adjective] ground with a(n) [adjective] view of the lake.

As the sun set behind the [noun], we fell asleep to the sounds of [plural noun] and [plural noun]. All and all, it was a(n) [adjective] camping trip!